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Abstract (300 words):
Assessment in architecture and creative arts schools has traditionally adopted a ‘one size fits all’ approach by using the ‘crit’, where students pin up their work, make a presentation and receive verbal feedback in front of peers and academic staff.

This crit method is bound to a specific time and place and has been in operation in a barely changed, largely unchallenged and somewhat notorious format for over a hundred years.

In 2020 the move online has challenged the traditional format of the crit and in particular its requirement to be connected to a specific time and place. This has led to a re-examination of how design assessment and feedback can be delivered using alternative methods.
When COVID forced university teaching online, one of the authors of this paper was leading a two year-long action research project entitled ‘Rethinking the Crit’ which piloted new methods of formative and summative student-centred assessment without a ‘crit’. The other author was leading an undergraduate architecture design studio that was testing alternative methods of critique in collaboration with the research project. We were placed in a unique position to trial and evaluate the new possibilities opened up by teaching and reviewing design projects online.

Framed within the wider research project, this paper will examine pedagogical theory underlying the traditional ‘crit’ approach, discuss recent critiques of the method and the reality of the ‘crit’ will be examined through analysis of practice. This will lead into a discussion of our experience of how online feedback has opened up new possibilities. We will seek to identify what we found of value to retain as we move slowly back into the real space of the design studio.

While our focus will be on architecture, it will be relevant to all disciplines which use project-based learning.

*https://www.teachingandlearning.ie/project/rethinking-the-crit/
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